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.ET-EPmJTS OF £R _TA_,C ... TI ___ C __ S _,, 

1. Naval airplanes are divided in1.o ten classes in 

accordance with the mission to be pert'orned. 

t Sl!l:d:o Nu, 7 

{EiasaeP anti de's~gnat-iona. 

They are: 

Class 

Bombing - - -

Fightillg 

Desie;nation 

- VB 

- VF 

Ambulance - - - - - - - - - - - - - - VH 

General. Utility - - - -

Training 

Observation 

Patrol - - - -

Transport 

Scouting 

Torpedo - - - - - -

- VJ 

- VN 

- VO 

- VP 

- VR 

- vs 

In this lecture and here a.t the War College we are 

concerned only with a few ot these classes, namel;y, bombing, 

t'igb.ting, observation, patrol, scouting and torpedo; conse

quently these types only will be discussed. 

\ 2. The standard airora.t't tactical organ..1zat1on is the 

\ section of three planes. The three plane section is readily 

\

adaptable to the tactics ot fighting, torpedo, bombing and 

scoutillg planes. It permit-s concentration, maneuverability, 
I 

'end volume of fire. The aircraft d1 vision may consist ot two 
-
or three sections depending upon the size ot the squadron and 

j the task assigned 1 t. The squadron consists ot two or more 

divisions depending upon the number ot planes assigned the 

\squadron. In our uaval ae.rvice the strength ot squadrons 

varies from a.s low as 6 to as high as 18 plan.as. 
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3. Be:tore going further a te• detini tions will be 

given in order to be familiar with their employment • 

(a) Aircraft Wing. A taatioal command consisting of 

two or more squadrons ot the same class whose normal 

missions are the same. 

(b) Aircraft Squadron. The standard administrative 

and taotical unit in all aviation operations. ~ is 

composed usually of six, twelve or ei@Jl.teen operating 

planes, together with the necessary personnel and spare 

planes tor their operation, maintenance, minor overhaul, 

and minor repair J 
(c) Aircraft Division. A taotical sub-division of an 

aircraft squadron, composed usu.ally ot either two or 

three sections. 

{d) Airoratt Section. The standard tactical sub-division 

of an ai rcratt squadron composed of three plane a. 

(e) A FiieJit. All aircraft which are operating to

gether tor the accomplishment of a single mission. 

(f) A Group. Normally a subdivision ot a flight con

sisting ot a number of planes ot the same class operating 

together. 

4. Before going into the tactical employment of aircraft 

I beg your indulgence ror a tew moments in order that this dis

cussion may proceed n a basis ot mutual understanding with re

gard to just what should be expected of aircraft_, their limi ta

tions, capabilities, etc., in contrast to what some rabid 

enthusiasts advooate and claim, 

refer particularly to one enthusiast who wrote quote 

"aircraf\ poss~ss the most powertul weapons ever devised by 
I 

man --- as b.attleships are relati~ly difficult to destroy, 

imagine how muo 1 s to sink- all other vessels and 

merchant craft --- In case ot an insular power which is entirely 



depende~ s se~ es of o~ cjt""for exist~ e, an air 

siege wou).~ it 1~ submissio~ a sho~ " unquote. 

v}- -.. , It is manifestly improper to assume that aircraft 

at the present time furnish a panacea for all of the many 

evils that may be showered on us by an enemy. 

!["-4. The report of a Special Board appointed by the Secre

tary ot the Navy in 1925 has this to say abou..t aviation quote 

(a) To win a war a combatant must gain a final decision. 

(b) To gain a final decision, a combatant must sustain 

an ottensi ve, then. ocoupy and control first sea areas, 

then land areas. 

(c) Aircraft acting alone cannot repeat cannot occupy 

and control either sea areas or l.and areas. unquote. 

?-a-. The mission of naval aircraft (I mean carrier and 

ship based aircraft) as stated in our basic war plan, during 

any war, is operation from mobile floating bases and surface 

ships. 

(1) As an arm of the fleet. 

(2) For overseas s~outing. 

(3) Attacks on enemy submarines, aircraft or surface 

war vessels. 

7 ,;ft. Tactics is the art of using armed forces in battle 

to defeat enemy armed forces, military tactics in the case of 

land battle, naval tactics in the case of naval battles and air 

tactics in the case of battles in the air. 

r -,.. The prinoiplea of war have been studied and applied by 

all the great leaders of history. 

C, -1;1t. One cannot study the campaigns ot great l.eaders such 

as Napoleon, Lee, Jaokson, von Moltke and Nelson without be

coming aware of the application or the various principles ot 

war. 
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Napoleon said "the principals of war are those which 

have guided tbe great leaders whose achievements have been 

handed down to us by history". 

The prinoiples of war have been classified as follows: 

(a) The Principle of the Objective. 

(b) The Principle of the 0:f1"ensive. 

(c) The Principle of Superiority. 

(d) The Principle of Cooperation. 

(e) The Principle of Simplicity. 

(f) The Principle of Economy of Force. 

(g) The Principle of Surprise. 

(h) The Principle of ¥ovement. 

(i) The Principle of Seourity. 

These principles apply to the operation of aircraft in 

much the same way they apply to other naval units. 

The f'w:ldamental tactical principle is superiority at the 

decisive point of contact. 

11. The principles of Their apJ)lica-, 

t1on varies with ~ situation, th._e fundamentals of which are 

time, dis~ o-0eather and relative streng~h, i .ncluding 

factors ~oh as num~s, morale, communication and armament. 

I ~~. In every situation there are one or more paramount 

principles which, selected and properly applied, lead to 

success. If they are neglected or improperly applied, failure 

ensues, no matter how well the remaining principles may be 

observed and applied. 

I/ .... 1'8'. All methods of application of the principles of war 

must be bold and aggressive and marked with a resolute deter

mination to impose our will upon the enemy. 

I y k• Tactics change with changes in material and the oon

di tions of war. The tactics that were successful i .n the World 
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War are by no means neoessarily the tacties that will ,be 
I. 

suocessf'ul in future wars. But. the Principles .£!_~remain 

unchanged. 

/:;~• Ji.et us see some or the applications or the Principles 

of War as applied by aviation 1n the World War, more to demon

strate the principle rather than to eX!)ound the tactics employ

ed. 

[ Show sl.4.-4&-ot-Guyn.Afflj~- -d~~~~.JJ.-.....,-~· 

/ f ~. On 19 Jul.y l 9l.5, Corporal Guynemer flying a plane 

armed with one fle:x:1 ble machine gun overhauled a German plane 

at 12,000 feet. Guynemer dove and plaoed his plane soma fi'fty 

yards behind, under and to the left of the enemy, his observer 

opening tlre. The German pilot was killed and the plane went 

down in flames. This was the first victory of Georges Guynemer, 

victor of fifty three combats in two years. The victory was 

won by the proper application ot the principles of surprise, 

offensive , and of superiority at the decisive point, namely, 

!!!!. blind angle of fil German gunner. 
, 

/J lJJ. On 23 September 1916, Guynemer sighted a group of 

five Fokkers flying three in line above and two below engaged 

in attacking another Frenchman. Guynemer dove at the trio. · 

At 11:20 one fell in flames as Guynemer pulled up and attacked 

again causing the second to dive away thirty seoonds later to 

a forced landing with observer killed and pilot wounded. At 

ll.:23 the third pilot, the only one who ever saw his assailant, 

was tel.ling in flames. These air battles were won by the same 

indomitable spirit of the off'ensi ve which carried Guynemer 

through his fifty three viatories coupled w1 th the completely 

successful use of surprise. 
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!&.:ta. On 30 September 1917, Captain Weissman, mo had 
I killed Guynemer on 11 September, 1917, met Lieut. Rene Fonck 

at 24,000 feet, Weissman was flying a biplane Rum.pler and 

Fonck a single seater Spad. The remainder or Fonok's patrol . m 
was some 3,0QO feet below. Fonck went into a clill>ing turn and 

maneuvered for a -position from which he could attack with his 

single fixed gun without encountering the superior fire of the 

Rumpler's fixed and free guns. Soon the position was attained 

and Fonck did a sudden reversement followed by a zoom up under 

the tail of the Ge1'1D8.n which enabled him to secure victory 

with a short burst of six rounds. 

Tb.us victory was won by utilizing the superi or maneuvering 

ability of the Spad to apply the principle of movement, and the 

achievement of superiority at the point of contact in spite of 

the superior gunpower of the Gennan. 

~ew s rr4"e-"N o. ...,:) 

f Von Biobthot-en. 
I .__ 

17 I--9. -With the inauguration of formation fighting by Captain 

Boelke and von Richthofen; a tactical principal new to air 

fighting was introduced, the time honored principal of coopera

tion in order to achieve superiority at the point of contact. 

Richthofen's squadron flying and fighting in formation 

downed 194 allied airplanes in six months and forced the allie6 

to adopt formation tactics. 

/ ,J iO-. It was proven many times during the World War that 

the principle of the offensi~e was most important in air war

fare, that the best defense against aircraft is to attaok the 

enemy air force from the air, destroy his planes, his hangars 

and his supply bases. 

/o/ fll.• In July 1918, the allied air f orces in certain sectors 

were operating their aircraft in a system of defensive patrols 

which, since they were continuous, were of limi ted strength. 
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The Germans soon commenoed operating at irregular intervals 

in greater strength and th& allied losses were terrific. Alain 

we see the applioat1on or the ancient tactical principle of 

superiority of foroe at the point of contact. 

The major weapon of a battleship is the heavy guns and 

as a result we find the tactics of a battleship to be those · 

that will best develop 1 ts gunfire . The principal armament 

of a fighting plane is also the gun so we find that fighting 

plane tactics are also absolutel y dependent upon gunnery. 

U "23-. The desire to develop a concentration of gunfire 

at equal ranges causes tbs battle formation of battleahips to 

be a line of bearing of units normal to the bearing or the 

enelDY battle line . The same consideration, the desire to de

velop a concentration of fire on a oommon objective, oauses 

the battle approach formation of fighting planes to be a line 

of units normal to the enemy direction. The desire to lay 

down an efficient torpedo salvo causes destroyers to attack on 

certain bearings and in close concentration. The same desire 

will cause torpedo planes to attaek in a similar way since the 

principles of torpedo fire are the same regardless of the 

nature of the torpedo craft . 

i,,,I a. The moment that we realize that the underlying 

principles of war as proven in the past govern air warfare 

as well as war on land and sea, a great deal of the obsourity 

surrounding air tactics and air strategy disappears. 

1, vel. In the records of the fighting at Jutland oan be 

found lessons of the greatest value t.o scouting squadrons. 

What would Jellicoe not have given if he had had an efficient 

scouting squadron or squadrons at his disposal, and what might 

the outcome have been if each O.T. C. had had continuous and 

emot information? There is a lesson for torpedo squadrons 
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in the successes and failures of the Germn and British 

torpedo craft in the same. battle. 

t--3 "'116. Stonewall Jackson's maxim "Always mystify, mislead 

and surprise the enemy" is just as valuable advise for the 

student of flying plane taotios as for the infantryman. 
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AIRCRAFT SCOUTING /7 

Soouting operations are defined as those conducted for 

the purpose of obtaining information of the enemy. The:re- are 

-f;;;;; types of scouting operations: 

(a) Searah: 01,erations to locate an enemy force known 

or believed to be at sea~ 

(b) Contact Scoutipa:fuoutmg operations arter contact 

with the enemy has been made. Contact scouting is of 

two typesiJ 

(1) Strategical Scouting. 

(2) Tactical Scouting. 

(c) Observation: L_.2perations within a fixed area, or on 

a fixed line, with a view to ascertaining the presence 

of the enemy within, or his absence from that area, or 

his passage over a fixed 11~ 

(d) Patrol: ~ilar to observation, but more frequently 

used when the line is moving and is only fixed in rela

tion to a moving origi;} 

(e) ReoonnoiteringLop,!rations to determine the details 

of information oonceming localities or forces. 

Missions ~ Employment of. Scouting Squadrons. ,J > 

,:,:,4 
r 
._Scouting plane bei:Dgi oatapul;ted. 

Scouting squadrons permanently or temporarily assigned to 

Aircraft Battle Force, are assigned the folloWing major missions: 

(a) Offensive action against enemy aircraft and enemy 

~~ vessels in contact with the Battle Force. 

(b ) Strategic Scouting. 

(c) Tactical Scouting. 

( d) Service of Security (Sereenint). 
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Tha aircraft of the Scouting Foree are assigned the follow-

ing major missions: 

(a) Search. 

(b) Strategic Scouting. 

(o) Tao.tical So.outing. , 

(d) Offensive action against enemy aircraft and surface 

vessels in oontact with the Scouting Force. (mainly 

enemy offensive screens). 
' 

The performance characteristics of aircraft limit their 

employment in carrying out the scouting missions assigned. 

The following indicate in general the types of aircraft which 

can be utilized and the conditions of operation_. 

Search from ahead: 

(a) In and out method and two line method. 

(1) vs types on o.ruisers may be utilized to in

crease the front or decrease the distance steamed 

by tastest.vessel. 

(2) vs types on carriers. Same as above. 

(3) VP type but they are not ordinarily employed 

on this tn>e of search. 

(4) ZR type may be utilized effectively. 

( (b) Station Patrol~ 

(1) VS types on cruisers not ordinarily employed 

on account of limited number of planes available 

on each vessel. 

(2) VS types on carriers can be em.ployed very ef

fectively. 

(3) VP type can be employed very effectively. A 

primary function of this type. 

(4) ZR type can be employed effectively. 



Search from the flank - all methods. 

(a} VS types on cruisers. Not ordinarily effective due 

to short endurance. May be used to examine areas in 

which enemy may be, if using speed slower than assumed 

speed or an hour of de~arture later than assumed. 

(b) vs types on carriers. Same as above. Not effective. 

Carriers would not normally be employed on this type 

of search. 

(c) VP type - can be employed but not effectively due 

to neoessi t y for return to tender. 

(d) ZR type - extremely ef'fecti ve. This is a primary 

function of this type; it is probably the most effective 

naval type :for this p'\1rpose under favorable conditions. 

Search from the rear. 

(a) Trailing method. 

) ___ 

(1) VS types on cruisers - may be utilized to in-

crease the front or to increase the advance, by 

examining the area ah~ad in the afternoon and thus 

permitting higher sustained speed of the scout 

vessel during the night. 

Strategic Scouting. 

(1) VS types on cruiser s. Can be employed with great 

effect. This is a major function of cruiser based planes. 

(2.) VS types on carriers. Can be employed with great 

effect. 

(3) VP type. Can be employed but under limitation of 

geographical and time coordination. 

(4) ZR type. Can be effectively employed, but is highly 

vulnerable. 

Tactical Scouting. 

(1) VS type on cruisers. Can be employed w1 th great 

effect. This is a major function of cruiser based planes. 
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( 2) VS types on carriers. Oan be employed with gre-at 

effect. This is a major function of carrier based VS 

plan.es. 

( 5) VP type. Can be employed but under limitations of 

geographical and time coordination. 

( 4) ZR type . Cannot be ef'fecti vely employed. Hig}!nl.y 

vulnerable. 

Observation~ Reconnoitering . 

(1) VS type on cruisers. Can be effectively employed. 

This is a function of cruiser based aircraft under 

special circumstances. 

( 2) VS types on carriers. Same as above. 

(3) VP type . Too slow and vulnerable. 

( 4) ZR type. Too slow and vulnerable . 

In carrying out scouting. operations in accordance with 

any of the various methods, aircraft, as limited by their 

characteristics are guided by the same principles that govern 

scouting operations of ships. In planning operations, due ac

count must be taken of the possibility of' forced landings and 

the surface and aerial search must be so conducted that the 

search does not beoone fatally ineffective due to this cause. 

It should be constantly borne in mind that in any scouting 

operation the most valuable service which cruiser and/or carrier 

aircraft can perform and the one for which they are better suit

ed than surface vesse~, is contact scouting , piercing the enemy 

screen and investigating what lies behind it. Chances of damage 

to the limited number of planes available should be avoided in 

order that they may be available for investigation of enemy 

screened forces that may be encountered. 

-
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Scouting operations may be assigned as a mission to 

any squadron regardless ot the type ot aircraft of which it 

is composed. Normally the major burden off scouting falls on 

these olasses of" squadrons: 

( 1) Scouting squadrons (VS) 

(a) Carrier based (on wheels). 

( b) Cru.iser based (on floats). 

( 2} Patrol squadrons (VP) 

(a} Tender based. 

(3) Dirigibles (ZR} 

(a) Tender or shore based. 

The :toll.owing classes or squadrons may be called upon to 

carry out scouting missions or combine scouting with their 

primary mission. 

(1) Fighting Squadrons (VF) 

(a) Tactical scouting. Fighting planEts equipped 

w1 th radio will f"requentl.y find themselves in a 

position to communicate vital information and 

should always consider the transmission of such 

information as part of their mission. 

(b} Observation and Reconnoitering. Due to the 

high performanoe of fighting planes, special situa

tions may arise where these missions may be assigned. 

(2) Torpedo and Bombing Squadrons (VT) 

This type is poorly equipped for and is With diffi

culty adopted to scouting operations. The nature of 

the general situation will dictate their employment 

on scouting missions. Consideration of flight deak 

operations practically forbid the use of earrier VT 

tor scouting • 
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'l"be' mission of the scouting plane squadron is scouting, 

but they may be called upon to perform the following secondary 

missions: 

(a) Screening. 

(b) Relief gunnery observation. 

(c) Dive bombing. 

(d) Protection wol.'k as two seater fighters. 

(e) Liaison work. 

(t) Light smoking. 

(g) Reconnaissance over land and liaison with ground 

troops. 

(h) Photography. 

Jc~ Ji- ~rooefdure 2E:. contact with enemy • . "'3~ . • 

Transmit informtion as early as possible =~-re

ports to facts ~ opinions. Do not withhold informs. tion to 

clear up uncertainties; report what is certain and do it promptly. 

Avoid detection by asing clouds,sun and wind. Do not make radio 

reports of own position unless ordered to do so or in EIIlergenoy. 

Avoid unnecessary radio transmission and make only reports neces

sary to accomplish the mission, making reports as brief as possi

ble. 

Be certain that the force reported is enemy before report

ing. Give definite information of the enemy's numbers, composi

tion, position, course and speed. As various enemy forces become 

visible, t .heir relative positions become information or the high

est importance. 

The ideal of scouting is to present to the force coJmnaI1der 

a ~omplete and accurate picture of the enem;Y force and movements. 

When enemy aircraft carrier s are encountered information 

of the approximate number of planes on deck is of the highest 

importance. 
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All engagements With important forces of the enemy should 

be reported particularly attacks on aircraft carriers. 

Upon making contact with enemy forces other than the forae 

for which the search is being conducted, aircraft will be guided 

by circumstances in determining whether or not contact report is 

to be sent out at once. If the force sighted is an important 

one or is in a position ealling for prompt aation against it by 

our forces, the report should be sent out at onee • 

Concentration after contact. 
. "l, 

In concentrating, scouting units should remain well sepa

rated but near enough to the enemy to observe his movements 

over a wide area and from many angles. 

Under no circumstano-es shall scouts concentrate unless 

ordered to do so, or it becomes absolutely certain that all 

units of' the force searched for have been locate•. The possi

bility of' a first contact beiq a false one or with a false 

screen is to be remembered. 

Commence con~act scouting by all units as soon as it is 

certain that the force contacted is the objective of the search. 

* ~) Pmce,dure _2!!, Encountering Enemy Aircraft while Scouting ~ 

If enemy aircraft are encountered prior to the completion 

of the scouting mission, scouting aircraft should endeavor to 

avoid action with them. 

It enemy aircraft are encountered when our scouting aircraft 

are returning from a scouting mission, such scouting aircraft 

should seek engagement with them only if the situation provides , 
' ,_ 

very favorable chance ot a.creeniRg a tactical success or of in-

terterring with important enemy movements. If' portions of the 
I 

scouting foroe, while scouting, encounter superior enemy air 

forces, adjacent scouting units will not ordinarily diverge from 
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their scouting mission to reinforce or assist. If the units 

thus threatened by the enemy in superior strength are unable 

to avoid action, or to continue on in the general direction 

prescribed, they shall endeavor to draw enemy air activity to 

themselves and thus permit adjacent units to proceed witho~t 

opposition. If one or more of the units of the scouting forma

tion is forced from its position b-y enemy action or other cause, 

adjacent units shall, as tar as practicable, adjust their inter

val so as to close the gaps thus created. 

Attack .2!!. Enemy Surface Vessels ~) 

Show-Slid.& No . -~-fso~t; ;gg_plan'8 --e-~ippe4- :w1 th ~ s. 

Scouting aircraft car~ing bombs shall ordinarily not 

permit themselves to be deflected from their scouting mission 

ff>'V .tt;t the purpose or employing suoh weapons against the enemy. 

When an opportunity is presented to do serious damage to the 

enemy by this means, it may be accepted, provided that the 

probable value of damage thus done Will be greater than the 

possible value or the information which might otherwise b~gained. 

However, the use of such weapons, should, as a rule be w1 thheld 

until the missions of the scouting flight have been accomplished. 

Scouting units which encounter enemy aircraft carriers with 

airplanes on deck are authorized to attack provided the assigned 

mission of the entire scouting group of which the unit is a part 

is not jeopardized thereby. In any case the scout shall report 

the contact before the attack, giving the number of planes on 

deck and shall report the completion of the attack. 

Soouts shall not hesitate to attack enemy submarines dis

covered in a position from which attack upon heavy units of our 

(J fleet may shortly develop • 

• 
Scouting !?Z Aircraft against Aircraft . ~ ~ 

Scouting by aircraft against aircraft presents many diffi-

culties. Experience has shown that large forns. tions can sometimes 

\ 
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pass fairly close to a scouting plane and remain unobserved. 

The~ owing radiL of horizontal visibility are assumed 

the airora tin the fleet: 

Six or le& small planes - - - - - - - 5 miles. 
I 

Three or les large planes - - - - - 5 miles. 

Seven to t 1elve ~mall planes 
~ 

Seven to twelve la ge planes 

7 miles. 

10 miles • 
.J-

These radii of visibi lity will be reduced by t:t dif-

ferences ,tn al ti to.de. As a g,eneral rule, an altitude for the 

enemy planes should be assumed and an attempt made to scout 

~m below. 

It is very difficult to ob~ ve planes passing at a lower 

altitude. ~ l ..::is1 bili ty e:ce~t under unuSUally good con

di ti~ ot be deJ>ended upon to e~ d 3000 feet. 

Anti-Submarine Patrol. -'\..\ 

Soouts are frequently detailed as anti-submarine patrol 

about heavy units of the fleet. In addition to bombing and 

reporting submarines located~ they should also zoom.repeatedly 

upon submarines in threatening positions when in sight of the 

vessels protected, as this very effectively oalls attention to 

the danger. Aircraft float lights, if availabl.e are also ef

tectiv~ markers. 

In the clear waters adjacent to the Southe:cn Galifornia 

coast and in the Panama and West Indian areas, subme.1-'ines can 

frequently be seen on clear days, even when $ubmerged, from alti

tudes as high as 8000 feet. In darker waters, such as off the 

coasts of England and France, altitudes or 1000 to 1500 feet 

were found to be best. 

The different methods of search will not be taken up i:ft :tais 

..ee'tJ~ as they are fully cavered in "The Service of Inf'orma ti on 

and Secrui ty" and in "Aircraft· Tactical Instruations 0 , Vol. I. 
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Figb ting squadrons 

Sbaw sJ 1 de. N&r-:.=:!'::~r?"'!'"-'o ~ 1 

r Modern aanier f.i--gh:ting --1t1ane. 

Th~ general battle mission of neet fighting squadrons 1s 

to gain and maintain control of the air in the battla area in 

order to assist the battle line . in defeating the enemy. Their 

secondary mission is attack on enemy surface forces for the same 

purpose. The accomplishment of the foregoing missions involves 

detailed operations as follows: 

(a) Attack on enemy spotting planes. 

(b) Attack on enemy torpedo and bombing planes. 

(c) Attack on enemy fighters. 

(d) Attack on enemy light surface craft. 

(e) Attack on enemy major surface units in support of 

heavy bombers. 

In minor operations at sea,figb.ting units operate with 

various special missions which involve operations of the fore

going classes plus: 

{a) Defensive combat patrols in the vicinity of the 

fleet or unit to which attached. 
, 

(b) Dive bombing and maohine gun attacks on enemy subma-

rines or light forces. 

(c) Bombing and machine gun attacks on enemy carriers. 

In the absence of other instructions the mission of the 

Fighting Squadrons is the destruction of enemy aircraft whether 

encountered in the air or on board carriers or other vessels. 

In main actions upon the completion of definitely assigned tasks, 

Fighting Squadrons shall, until forced to r efuel or unless 

specifically directed otherwise, operate to destroy such enemy 

aircraft as a_re encountered in the battle area • 
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In the absence of other instructions Fighting Squadrons 

shall consider their primary objectives to be the enemy spotting 

planes and enemy planes threatening our spotters whenever the 

range between the battle lines is such as to make aerial spottirm 

essential (approximately in excess of 20,000 yards}. 

PZ'Ovision should be made if possible for attacks on enemy 

observation planes, either by a task flight of fighting planes 

for that purpose or by the· fighting planes defending our battle

line. It is of particular importance to prevent the enemy em

ploying aircraft for gunnery observation purposes in the opening 

stages of the engagement. 

Provision should be made for the defense of our battleline 

against attac~s by enemy aircraft. Normally fighting planes 

from carriers will be assigned to this duty. These planes should, 

as a rule, be launched in sufficient time to have them above our 

battleline before gun fire is opened or earlier if enemy aircraft 

are operating with a view of attacking our battleline. They 

shoul.d take stations so that attacking enemy planes can be en

gaged before their attack is in dangerous proximity to our battle

line. 

Fighting planes can destroy enemy aircraft in the air or on 

their upper flight decks. Other types of aircraft can normally 

destroy ene.my aircraft only when the enemy planes are on board 

their carriers. Fighting planes must break up the enemy air at

tacks and must pursue the enemy aircraft baok to their carriers, 

attacking them both in the air and after they +and. When the 

enemy carriers are designated as the objective of a task group, 

the carrier should be attacked whether planes are on deck or not. 

When. enemy aircraft are designated as the objective of attack 

they shali be attacked wherever located - in the air or on deok. 

When VF aircraft are assigned a mission of supporting the 

attack of VT, they should destroy any enemy airoraft encountered 



t 

in sufficient force and proper position to jeopardize the suooess 

of the VT attack. If no such enemy forces are encountered they 

should sn..pport the VT attack by bombing and machine gunning the 

defend1Dg anti-aircraft batteries. 

Tactics ~ Fighters (VF) -
1,. c.( 

In combat between fighters the initial advantage re~ts with 

those planes which have the superior a1ti tude or which have achieved 

surprise. 

✓✓✓ The methods of achieving surprise are the concealment of 

the approach in mists, haze, clouds or smoke, the approach out 

of the sun's rays, the high speed approach from ahead, the ap

proach concealed in the blind angles of the enemy and the approach 

while the enemy is de.oting his attention elsewhere. 

Fighting planes should a void flying close to cloud f orma-

ti ons which may provide a means of concealment for hostile planes 

and should always avoid flying immediately under broken clouds. 
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Prineiples of' Formation., Fighting 

The tallowing are principles of formation tighting t ·acti cs: 

(a) Retain tactical control; avoid melees. 

(b) avoid action until the altitude 

gained. 

(c) Regain all possible after each dive. 

(d) attackers are inferior in numbers t hey 

may at ack sucoesstull y from superior al. ti tude, 

pro,.ded they attack resolutei~ and intelligently. 

(e) Tbe immediate objective or. attacks should be the 

~ ighest enEIDY groups. 

Attaoks shl>u.1d be made by sections diving in suc

cession. 

~ tactics of Fight:ing Squadrons mb.st be simple and 

rapid and must._ subordinate all other cons.iderat~ ons to th& fun

damental object or- tactics - superi~ force at the :goint of 

contact. 

Attack~ Fighter formation~ another FigJ:ter :rormation.L <. 

The approach to the attack of one large fighting unit on 

another must be positive and rapid. To engage in complicated 

maneuvers during the approach Will disclose the plan of action 

to the enemy and facilitate his counter str oke. 

Tacticai control must be maintained throughout the action. 

The approach will usually be made in open attack formation with 

sections in echelon. In attacking an enemy fi ghting squadron 

approach from the rlank is considered better then from direct ly 

above. 

Each section should attack in succession, the immediate 

objective being the highest enemy section. The attack should 

not be shifted to the next lower section until the highest is 

destroyed. (ueaer m,we-tretms:temoett should se.o'tion follo11, down 

SltY o"='\ibe- an~ l:olel.ow th~ 1eve1 of the enemy diviaio-'9 
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If the attacking squadron is su.perior in n:umbers to the 

ena:ny, the last section should withhold its attack to see if 

the enemy fonnation has heen broken up. If any enemy planes 

or groups are not destroyed, this last section should destroy 

them before t hey have a chance to counter attack. The highest 

intact enemy groups should be destroyed first. 

SiJJSle seater ters against two place fighters. 

The problems of a ~«!te'.l seater formation attack ing a 

flight of enemy two place fight·ers are somewhat more difficult 

than those presented by attacking a fom.ation of heavier and 

less maneuverable airplanes. The attack from ahead and slightly 

above or below the target level is dangerous because of the 

ability of the two i.J.ace fiefiJ.terfor similar type to lift or de-

press its nose to meet the attack of end on fire. The rapidity 

of approach favors the defense in this ca se, since it makes the 

interval between arr1 Ving w1 thin effective range and the point 

where the attack must be breken off almost instantaneous, while 

the defense can utilize either the fixed or free gun during the 

entire time that the enemy is within effective range. 

In attacking an enemy two place formation the most effective 

method will be to concentrate on the leader and the wing planes 

nearest the direction from which the attack is launched. If the 

enemy flight consists oftlro units it will be adVisable to concen

trate the attack on the higher of the two uni ts while merely 

enough attention is devoted to the lower unit to keep it occupied. 

Thus a division of 9 planes could assign two sections to the des

truction of the upper enemy unit and one section to contain the 

lower unit. 

Fighting Planes attack ing !!. Bombing Squadron. 
,,,._ 

( Seovrsn"tre Nb. '1 , If 

~ Heavy Bombrn:g-squad:rorr fly i ng ~rma:tion tor ~ bombing. 
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The mthod to be employed will depend almost entirely on 

the existing tactical situation. If the bombing formation 

menaces important surface units the fighting squadron attack 

must be pressed home with comparatively little regard for the 

safety of the fighters, using the methods of approach which 

best develop the fire power of the fighters. These methods 

are normally those which meet the fire of one or more defensive 

gunner s , to offset which the fighters have the advantage of 

surprise, the offensive and of a longer range and heavier guns. 

Methods which rely on attacking from ahead, whil e keeping the 

fi5hters comparatively 1m:mune, render the attack slow, ineffec-

~ive, and wasteful of ammunit i on. 

✓ In attacking a formation the same principles as are used 

in attacking a single pl ane still hold good. If the attacking 

formation is superior in strength to the enemy, each section 

should take a sector and attack in that sector until the enemy 

is put out of action. The section assigned to attack the enemy 

center usually ttiat or the divisional leader, approaches and 

opens fire at long range in or der to draw the fire of the enemy 

gunners. In the meanwhile the other sections will attack in 

their respective sectors according to the instructions of the 

leader governing flights of the types in progress . Sections 

assigned to attack from the flanks dive rapidly a t their respec

tive wings of the target formation and rake it with enfilading 

fire . Sections assigned to attack from below dive under the 
at 

enemy f orna ti on and climb up ilk full power in the dead angles · 

and deliver their fire at short range. 

If the enemy is superior in strength the attack is concen

trated on the rear and the highest parts of the enemy formation 

in order to defeat it in detail . 

Fonnations should be attacked from ang les such that enemy 

planes are lllinded by each other, thus allowing the entire di vi 

sion to concentrate on a few o-f' the enemy. 
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After the first dive toward the enemy formation in which 

he indicates the objective, the leader should climb and act as 

top guard, circling or turning overhead and watching not only 

the progress of the fight but also searching the sky for ap

proaching planes. 

After fighting planes have n:e.de the initial attack on an 

enemy formation they should dive in succession following their 

section leader. As soon as one plane is part way on its dive, 

another starts directly at the objective, the objeot being to 

have successive planes arrive and deliver their fire from dif

ferent angles as rapidly as possible, after delivering its 

burst of fire each plane climbs rapidly back into position clear 

of enemy fire. 

( 

Fiftiting Plane Protection of VO ~ VT Formations .2!:. .2!. ships. 

Experience has demonstrated that the protective force 

should be divided into: 

(a) A high patrol . 

(b) A low patrol. 

The high patrol should maintain tactical concentration. 

Two methods of low patrol have been successfully used: 

(a) The low patrol divided into two divisions at 

different altitudes. 

(b) The low patrol d1 vided into sections at approximately 

the same altitude. 

The essentials of protection are that: 

(a) The patrols must maintain sight contact with the force 

protected, and, if practicable With each other. 

(b) They must support each other in case the enemy attaoks 

any unit in superior force. 

(c) They must maintain a constant watch in all directions 

by circling around and outside of the foroe protected. 
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(d) Minor enemy attacks must not decoy forces from their 

proper positions and thus leave gaps in the protection. 

The high patrol should be stationed as far above the force 

protected as practicable. It must, however, maintain contact 

with the force protected. If there are broken clouds above the 

force protected the high patrol should be above them, maintaining 

contact, if necessary, by a liaison plane. The high patrol should 

be about 10,000 feet or more, if its performance permits, above 

observation or torpedo planes. If clouds permit, the high patrol 

should operate at service ceiling when protecting surf'aoe craft 

from attacks by enemy fighters . If only enemy heavy bombers or 

torpedo attacks are to be expected, -Che high patrol can properly 

operate at lower altitudes, approximately 12,000 feet for bombers 

to a,ooo feet for torpedo planes. / 

The duty of the high patrol is to support decisively the 

lower units. It must not permit itself to be lured down pre

maturely by minor enemy attacks. 

The 12,! patrol may be organized with individual sections or 

into tvo divisions. 

If the section organization is used, the sections are dis

posed equally about the force protected and fly a circle outside 

of and above it, all sections circling in the same direction at 

approximately the same altitude. If the divisions organization 

is used, the two divisions fly at different altitudes one circling 

in one direction and the other in the opposite direction. 

It the cloud oeiling permits, the low patrol should fly at 

4,000 to 6,000 feet above observation or VT planes. In .!!2. oase 

should the low patrol fly above clouds while the force protected 

is below them. 

The duty of the low patrol is to engage any enemy attack 

coming in. 
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The units of the patrol must support each other, but they 

must not be lured away by minor attacks thereby leaving~ps in 

the circuit through which the enemy could attack unmolested. 

The great advantage of the section organization of the low 

patrol is the thoroughness with which it maintains search; its 

disadvantage is the danger .of defeat in detail by strong forces 

of enemy fighters if the patrol circuit is so large the units 

cannot support each other quiot:::1.y. 

The great advantage of the division organization is that 

it maintains a better concentration of the protective fighters. 

The search maintained is not as thorough as t hat of the section 

organization, but this defect is minimumized by the two divisionB 

circling in opposite di:r:-ections. 

Tests have demonstrated that in clear air and against a 

cloudless sky a division of fighters can be seen directly over

head at 13.000 feet altitude. It was, however, extremely diffi

cult to see them and, had they not previously been sighted and 

followed in they probably would not have been observed. A cloud 

background usually increases the di stance of vi si bili ty. 
,._ 

Fighters attack upon Protected Formations 

The leader of the attacking fighters must exercise good 

judgment as to the urgency of attacking the force protected. 

If VT planes are close to their objective, the attaok should 

be made upon them immediately without first destroying the pro

tective escort. 

It tiIIB is not s9Pressing, the protecting eseort should, 

in general, be destroyed before attacking the force protected. 

If the protective escort is much scattered, it is probably best 

to endeavor to destroy it in detail, attacking the higher units 

first. If the escort is well concentrated, it is usually neces

sary to apply the principles of attack upon a concentrated fight

ing squadron. 
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Maneuvers have clearly demonstrated that fighters attacking 

·torpedo planes or observation planes which are under fighter 

proteotion, may almost certainly count on delivering one effec

tive dive, without opposition, on the force proteoted, but that 

thereafter, protecting planes ooming down are in position to 

destroy the attacking fighters. 

Numbers of VF ' s necessary to destroy unprotected VT 's .Q!_ VO's. 

No arbitrary figures e-an be ) i ven to cover this point but 
f 

"""'"' _u.1 in general, fi ghters should be despatched in the following ratio: 
/ \ 

(a} 3 VF ' s to destroy 1 VT or 1 VO. 

(b) 6 VF's to destroy 3 VT ' s or 3 vo •s . 

(c} Above 3 VT's, a number of VF 's can destroy, or frus-

trate the mission, of an equal number of VT's. This 

is due to the fact that the greater the number or 

VT ' s in a formation the less their maneuverability. 

Figb. ters protectin' surface craft from VT a ttaok must at

tack repeatedly and with the utmost vigor, even if heavily out

numbered, to disorganize the VT attack before it reaches its 

objective. 

Fighters protecting surface craft from dive bombing attack 

must make every effort to disorganize the attack before it starts 

its dive . Once the dive has started it is extremely unlikely 

that it can be frustrated . However,the dive ~ombers are at a 
-1, 

dist.a.net disadvantage as t hey recover from their dive . 

Wing Fight1I1fj Tactics fC 
)I 

-t V' 

The fighting :t;-a.etis of a wing of two or more squadrons are 

dependent almost entirely upon coordination of the assaults or 
• t~ .. I • I 

dl:lF-1-01.dual squadrons by doctrine and by radio orders from the 

wing commander • 

The governing principle in the disposition of the wing should 

be mutual support between squadrons while retaining freedom of 

movement . --
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The basic method of attack on a single enemy s quad-ron is 

the wave attack by squadrons in succession each attacking squad

ron climbing and reforming after one assault. In case a number 

ot targets is presented the distribution of attack ing units is 

governed by the judgment, initiative and previous indoctrination 

V of t he squadron leaders. 

There is a comparatively limited number of fighting air

craft with our fleet therefore it will be imperative to keep 

t he assignment of fighting units to defensive roles, such as 

protection ofobservation, bombing or torpedo flights to a 

minimum. 

A tactical organization which assigns any appreciable 

percentage of fleet fighting aircraft to the definite task 

of protecting spotting, torpedo or bombing planes before air 

supremacy is gained directly violates the principle of the 

' offensi ve and the principle of superi ority at the point of con-

tact. 

Observation and attack units are b y no means unprotected 

when a massed fighting plane offensive is being vigorously di

rected a gainst the enemy fighting strength. On the contrary 

they are receiving protection of the highest order. The surest 

way to insure defeai in the a i r is to disperse fighting strength 

in purely defensive roles. In air fighting the offensive wins 

and a vigorous offense is the best defense. 

Dive BombiDS Taotios w 

i t Jl, boiub install.Ad. 

The following remarks deal primarily w1 th light dive bombers 

of the VF type but they also apply to all di've bombers except 

where light dive bombers are specifically mentioned. 
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Dive bombing consists of diving the plane directly at the 

target, sighting by means of the conventional fixed gun sight, 

and releasing the bomb when on the target. [§eoretically the 

most accurate results require calm air and on absolutely verti

cal dive, in whiah oase the bomb can be released at any altitude 

and a hit will result on a stationary target. When bombing in 

a wind or on moving targets eorrection to the point of aim must 

be made to compensate for the drift or the bomb due to the wind, 

drift of plane due to wind, course of target if in motion, and 

the lag of the bomb which lag varies with the angle or dive, 

al.ti tu.de of release and the speed of the plane. The most im

portant of these factors is the angle of di::::} 

It is vital to safety that the plane be pulled out of the 

r!ive the instant the bomb is released. [in practice it has been 

foW1d particularly difficult to use an absolutely vertical dive 

J because slight skidding or slipping oannot be readily recognized. 

In addition, lthere is a very real danger of the bomb striking 
~ r;: 

the p~pel1er in a vertic~l dive. ]Therefore, the best results 
.___ 

have been obtained by using a dive of about 75 degrees in order 

to reduce the tendency to skid, Which will surely cause a miss. 

Even with wing bomb racks, oases have occurred o~ bombs striking 

/ the propeller, probably because the plane was tu.ming slightly 

._toward the bom~ Experience has demonstrated that it is usually 
'- _, 

most accurate to bomb down wind or from ahead of a moving target. 

Usually the speed or a moving target is suf'ficien t to cause a 

relative wind from ahead. The greatest advantage of this direc

tion of attack is that the drift caused by the wind ( true wind 

on a stationary target or relative wind on a moving one) tends 

to counteract the lag of the bomb and thus increases accuracy. 

In dive bombing attack formations the following general · 

rules should be borne in mind: 

(a) Approach the target in 1-oose formation (from the- sun 

if practicable) at an altitude ot at laast 10,000 feet. 
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A loose formation is harder to see and is a poorer target 

than a close one. The higher the f'ormation, the less likely 

it is to be seen by a ship. ~ e approach, maneuver as 

as the sun gliny from a dipped wing 

revealed an approaching attack that otherwise 

would not have been se~ 

(b) Resort to elouds wherever practicabla to aid in the 

element of surprise. 

(e) Pu.sh home the attaok as quickly as possible. 

(d) Do not let the attack string out. Keep hitting the 

enemy continuously. 

(e) Dive f rom different directions as nearly simultaneously 

as practiaable. 

(f) Avoid permitting an enfilade fire, but risk of enfilade 
, 

is permissable in attacks from the sun. 

(g) It is more d.ifficult for a ship to fire at a target 

directly overhead than at a target at a lesser angle ot 

elevation. 

(h) After delivery of an attack, retreat, zigzagging at 

full speed at low altitude in the probably blind angle 

of fire. 

(i) If a number of objectives are to be attacked at the 

same, time, the bombers shoul d be divided into a number 

of groups equal to the number of targets and these groups 
' should ataack simultaneously in order to obtain the maxi-

mum advantage of the element of surprise. 

On a clear day against a bright blue sky a division of dive 

bombers (light of VF type} was seen at 13,000 feet altitude and a 

squadron of heavy bombers at 15,000 feet altitude. 

When surface units are not f 'orewarned light bombers above 

12,000 feet are seldom sighted against a bright sky. 
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A cloud background makes planes visible at greater dis

tanoes. 

LackiDg surprise, dive bombers shEJU.ld maneuver in the early 

stages of the attack to oonfuse the ant1-a1rcraf't fire. A 

spiral dive, followed by the straight dive ot the flnal attaok 

is highly eftective. Upon the completion ot the final. dive, 

planes should retire at low altitudes at maximum speed in ir

regular flight as this otters a more difficult target for anti

airora.tt fire than does zooming. Tests have demonstrated that 

the loss of speed and greater time 1n range due to zooming 

hel.ps the anti-aircraft gunner amazingly, provided he is not 

occupied with meeting another attack. 

Light dive bombing groups, that is the VF type, assigned 

the mission of supporting heavy bombers or torpedo attaoks shal.l: 

(a) It the attack is seriously threatened by enemy 

tighters, disoharge their bombs and engage the enemy 

fighters in order to protect the VT. 

(b) If the VT attack is not seriously threatened by 

enemy fighters, bomb in advance of. the VT. 

v ✓• The dive bombers should endeavor to attack about three 

minutes before the VT whose attack they are su.pporting. 

Show S:t!tte-'N'o • H 1. ,;;:.::;, ( 1 ,_,, 

~ ~ lane-s._o.n deck (pi cture f'rcmr air). 

In case an enemy carrier is encountered w1 th planes on 

deck, a successf'Ul dive bombing attaok by even a small number 

or planes, may gretltly influence future operations. For this 

reason, groups of dive bombers, including scouting units on 

soouting missions, which may encounter enemy carriers with 

planes on deck are authorized to attaak provided this does not 

vitaliy jeopardize the success or the a~signed mission or of 

important operations • 
whose 

The commanders of large groups of d1 ve bombers, aewe 
who 

assigned mission is not an enemy airorart carrier but wp en-

counter 8ll8lilY carriers w1 th planes on deck should, in general., 
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attack if tbe number of planes on deok is large. 

In case fighting type bombers i.e. VF are assigned the 

task of bombing an enemy carrier but find that carrier in the 

aot of launching planes, the decision as to whether to attack 

the planes in the air or on deck will depend upon the relative 

size of' the opposing forces, the size of bombs carried by the 

bombers and th.e effectiveness of anti-aircraft fire. 

For instance, a large attacking force, armed with small 

bombs and finding the enemy with a.lmos t all planes launched 

shouJ.d certainly attack the planes in the air. 

On tbe other hand a small f'orce similarly armed but find

ing the carrier With most of its planes on deck should almost 

always bomb the deck. 

Dive bombers of other than the fighting or VF type can 

hardly expect to destroy planes in the air and therefore should 

attaak the decks of the enemy carrier under the circumstances 

, J just outlined. , 1 , / 
>t-, t o 4;-f;:: & _,, ~ f'-'P 7 

In attacking enemy carriers, it must be borne in mind, not 

only that foreign navies normally stow their aircraft in ban.gars, 

but also that some foreign carriers are equipped with double 

f'light decks, the upper deck being for landing and the lower for 

taking off. Attacks upon carriers should therefore be made with 

bombs of sufficient ·weight to penetrate the upper flight decks. 

-show sl.-ide No. __ _ 

/4.,~(~ 519, Janeta 1932) 

In main action when all bombs have been expended u:pon the 

assigned objectives, dive bombers of the fighting type shall , 

unless specifically ordered to the contrary, remain in the air 

to destroy enemy aircraf't. Dive bombers ot other types shall 

unless, s:pecirically ordered otherwise, or unless on scouting 

missions, return to their carriers to reload • 

Dive hombers which return to carriers with unexpended 

bombs shall not drop them until very shortly before landing. 



While standing by to land, they shall endeavor to locate and 

attack submarines or light forces threatening the carriers. 

Heavy Bombing Attack {4J ~~) -
, ... .11 -I' ~ sl; ~e-. No. __ _ 

~eavy Bomber. 

Heavy bombing plan.es are primarily used to attack import-

ant enemy vessels, their objectives usually be~ng battleships 

~ 6r aircraft carriers. 

The number of planes in each attack unit will depend upon 

the obj eoti ve: 

(a) Use of nine-plane di vision 

Used against shore activities, vessels concentrated at 

base or anchorage where maximum volume of "fire" is de

sired. The effectiveness of anti-aircraft gun fire 

would be a determining f aotor in. the em.ployment at_ such 

large formations. 

(b) ~ 2!. !J:!.-plane di vision 

Against heavy surface craft where good concentration of 

"fire" coupled with defense against enemy aircraft is 

regarded, an.d were anti-aircraft gun fire is not con

sidered as dangerous as the possible attack by aircraft. 

(c) ~ 2£, three-plane division 

Against surface craft where dispersion of "fire" is 

essential or where effective anti-aircraft gunfire is 

more to be feared than attack by enemy aircraft. 

During the passage to the objective an altitude of two to 

three thousand feet above that at which it is intended t.o bomb 

should be reached. If the objective is well defended by anti

aircraft guns,. the bombing altitude should be at leaat 10,000 

feet if the ceiling permits. 



If' there. 1s a thick cloud ceiling which the bombers can " 

reach during passage, it is advisable to fly just below it as 

this provides protection from attacks from above. 

If there are Slll8..ll holes in the ceiling, accompanying 

protective fighters can be ex:peeted to fly above the clouds to 

give added protection. If there are dispersed clouds at low 

altitudes, or if' the objective is known to be in clear air, 

the bombers should climb above the clouds to reduce the chances 

or being sighted by surface vessels. 

The following are conditions which are helpful during day-

light in making effective bombing approaches and attacks: 

(a) Target not protected by aircraft. 

(b} Target under effective fire from surface vessels. 

(c) Bombers supported by light bombers (VF). 

(d) Attack from the sun. 

(e) Attack from ahead or astern. 

(f') Low broken clouds not exceeding six on a scale of 

zero to ten. 

(g) Attaok at dusk or dawn from the dark semi-circle. 

[The advantages of (a) and (b) are obvio~ The support 

of a well time light bombing attack (delivered abou~ the time 

the heavy bomhers reach effective anti-aircraft range, or in 

other words about five minutes before the time of bomb drop), 

is excellent. 

An attack from the sun at altitudes above 8,000 feet is 

almost invisible. 

An attack from ahead or astern generally renders it diffi

cult to bring the whole anti-aircraft battery to bear on the 

approaching bombers and also introduces difficulties, doo to the 

roll of" the sh.ip, in s-ea regard to excessive train of the guns 

at high angles of elevation. 
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A.ttaaking !!!fA speed vessels from astern has the serious 

disadvantage of greatly reducing the closing rate , henoe the 

attack from ahead is generally preferable. 

A vessel free to maneuver, such as an aircraft carrier, 

may, however , turn away from the approaching attack and thus 

force an approach from astern. With such an objective, the 

approach from the sun seems preferable. 

During the approach the divisions should not be closer 

to one another than 1000 yards and should avoid affording the 

ant~-aircraft batteries opportunity for enfilade fire . 

Clouds are of less value t-0 the bombers than it is gen

erally believed. They hide him from his objective, but they 

also hide his objective from him. Experienoe indicates that 

low broken clouds of seven or more on a scale of ten, praoti

oally prohibit bombing from above them. If the objective is 

surrounded by broken cumulus clouds, the bomber should avoid 

an approach which will s ilhouette him against them for any tillle t 

for they constitute an excellent backgroundt from the enemy's 

point of view. 

No ef:t'eoti ve means of covering a bombing approach by smoke 

screens has yet been devised . 

Division l eaders should be allowed full initiative during 

the approach but in cb:>osing their bombing objective they should 

be guided by squadron doctrine which 1a as follows: 

(a) When the assigned objective is the enemy Main Body 

end Detaahed Wing t he most powerful units shall be at

tacked, preference being given, other things being equal , 

to those in the van. 

( b) Enemy Main Body in Jllll tiple column. 

(1) If heavy air resistance is encountered, 

into three attack diVisions a.nd attack the van ships 

of three columns. 
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(o) Enemy Main Body in column, not under fire: 

(1) If heavy air resistance is encountered, deploy 

into three attack divisions and attack the three 

leading ships from ahead and either bow, the first 

attack division taking the leading ship, the second 

the second ship, etc. 

(d) Enemy Main Body engaged in main action: 

(1) If heavy air resistance is encountered, deploy 

into three attack divisions and attack the three 
cf: ,. L 

leading ships from the ~~~d side. 

Bombing groups are frequently called upon to coordinate 

their a~tacks With the attack of destroyers, torpedo planes 

and light bombers. The heaviest destroyer attack is normally 

launched from the bows of the objective. In fair visibility 

there is little difficulty in coordinating the bombing attack 

with that of the destroyers, but much time may be lost in the 

enemy's vi~inity While waiting for the destroyer attack to de

velop. For this reason, strict synchronization with surface 

forces is not demanded. The safest prooeedure is to drive home 

the attack promptly and retire with still greater promptness. 

Night Bombip.s 

Night bombing is now a part of the gunnery exercises re-

quired or VT - VP planes, rk ll-bomb.:;.aight.. bas b-eell u sed 

~ble---aucc.s-s . targets being illuminated by parachute 

flares . Bombs are usually painted white to help tbe rollowing 

planes drop with the leader. Experience has shown that the six 

plane bombing formation is the most suitable for this type of 

bombing. Darkened vessels are extremely hard to locate at night, 

but at the same time anti-aircraft batteries have difficu.lty in 

picking up the planes. 

There is still much to be learned about night bombing which 

has not progressed sufficiently to give any very definite ini'or

mation about it. 
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Torpedo Plane Attacks 
• 

S1fG.W'. sl±de o.~ 

~pe eler jITan-e-rtt lr rorpedo a ttaohed. 

> 

Our torpedo planes are two purpose planes , that is they 

can carry a torpedo or t -1000 lb . bomb. c.rv :J 

Torpedo planes are used to attack and destroy major units 

with torpedoes , their primary objective being the battle line, 

their secondary objective the enemy's fast wing. 

When the launching of VT planes is contemplated the officer 

who is in C9flDJand of ~~erations_,md"st decide at I.east one hour 

before l~unching~ o wheth r the armament will be bombs -or 

torp,edoes . y;/ planes c£be loaded wit~ ither equ~ t within 
/ / 

one hour. 

In all battle plans in which aircraft are assigned the 

task "attack enemy battle line and fast wing1t, their attack 

will normally be concentrated on the enemy's most powerful uni ts . 

' Simultaneous attacks by bombing 1 torpedo~ squadrons are 

preferable but time must not be lost to accomplish this. If 

simultaneous attacks are not practicable, they should be in as 

close succession as possible. 

The effectiveness of the torpedo against capital ships and 

the importance of reducing the speed of the enemy battle 2ine 

will usually lead to attacks with torpedo planes rather than 

with heavy bombs . 

The limited supply of torpedoes available will usually 

make it inadvisable to launch torpedo squadrons until the enemy 

is definitely located within striking distance. 

Torpedo planes are extremely vulnerable to gunfire just 

before launching torpedoes . An isolated torpedo plane attack 

upon the enemy Main :t>dy in daylight With good visibility cannot 

be expected to succeed. To be successful, a torpedo plane attack 
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practically requires the assistance of any one of , or a com

bination of, such factors as: 

(a) Low visibility, such as haze or darkness . 
t.,,.-t Ji ~..L. 

(b) Midn :BdQ.y gun f i :re. 

(c) Dest royer attack. 

(d) Smoke screens. 

(e) Powe:rf'ul aircraft support by bombers • .J/n tl~Cr. 6 < 

The standard cruising organization for torpedo planes is 

the hina-plane di vision which must maintain tactical concentra-
1.v I I 

tion or visual contact until deployment and should .wh~eJ:. 

practicable have fighter escort. 

The best altitude for approach depends upon many factors. 
j 

V.. , l 

If there are comparativeLy low URborken clouds, protection from 

fighter attack can usually be obtained by flying just beneath 

them but unless the surface visibility is. poor, this usually 

results in being sighted at long range. If there is a sheet 

of clouds , but the objective is known to be in the clear, it 

is frequently advisable to approach just above the clllds, 

thereby avoidi ng being sighted by surface screens . In approach

ing fleets in circular dispositions, the outer screens frequent 

ly report the approaching attack in time. for carriers to launch 

fighters for &efensa. Very frequently a layer of haze exists 

at the surface and to a comparatively low altitude With excellent 

visibility above. From high autitudes it is possible to see 

surface objects with great distinctness, while the surfaoe visi

bility is very low. Under such conditions it is advisable for 

torpedo planes to approach at oomparativeLy high altitudes until 

the objective is lo~ated, Mm when they should deploy outside of 

anti- aircraft range and dive into the haze. It must be remembered 

that low visibility is not an unmixed advantage for torpedo planes, 

for, while 1 t hides them from the objective,. it al so hides an un

located objective from them. Against definitely located objectives 

an approach in hazy weather at extremely low altitude is frequently 
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sucoessfUJ. , particularly if there is a hazy coast for a back

ground. In making low altitude approaches the gunfire of 

screens must, however , he borne in mind and screening vessels 

should be avoided as much as practicable. If the approach. is 

not made at extremely low altitude, it should be made, in clear 

weather, at such altitude as will distinctly minimize the effeo-

ti veness of the anti-airoraft fire ot the vessels disposed as 

screens abou~ the objective. Pilots are trained to dive from 

high al. ti ttLdes to the torpedo iaunching altitude after the screen 

has been passed. It 1s suicidal to fly over screens at low al ti

tudes i~ o-lear weather. 

The following methods of attack have been used: 

(a) Concen~rated attack: this is an attack on one flank 

only of an enemy formation. It is usually employed against 

enemy bt(ttle line when in action and the attack must be 

made from the disengaged side . 

(b) Wave attack: this attack is made in waves with several 

seotions- each on one flank only of the enemy formation. 

Usually employ&d against a column of insuf'fioien t~ength 

to use a concentrated attack or when. the tactic.al situa

tion demands a heavy concentration against a certain 

portion of the enemy formation. This attack is also mo st 

effective when used against ships in action, not free to 

maneuver. 

(o) Divided attack: this attack is made by attacking with 

divided foroe with about half attacking eaah bow of the 

enemy formation. This type of attack is the most effec

t! ve because of. the e,ross fire obtained against enemy 

fomations not engaged and therefore probably free to 

maneuver. 

The following general principles should be borne in mind 

in making attacks With torpedo planes: 

{a) In an attack against capital ships during a min 

" 
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engagement, the torpedo plane attack shou_ld be c oordin

a ted with that of the light forces, if practi~able, but 

the attack shou.ld. not be coordinated 1:r it would thereby 

i~volve delay and jeopardize the air attack. 

(b) In a coordinated attack during main engagement, a 
• 

most effective cross fire or torpedoes may be obtained 

it torpedo planes launch their attack on the side opposite 

to that from which light roroes are attacking. (They

will usually attack on the e~aged side, therefore the 

torpedo plane attack will usually be launched against 

the disengaged side). 

(c) If stubborn resistance be encountered and anti-aircraft 

gunfire is heavy, the attack should not be jeopardized 

by maneuvering for position to attack on the disengaged 

side • 

( d) In attacking ships free to maneuver and when not op-

erating in oonjunotion with surface craft, it is usually" 

desirable to produc-e a cross fire of torpedoes by divided 

attack. In making an anvil attack in coordination with 

surface craft, the divided attack is also desirable, 

since lack of time or other emergency may make coordina

tion with surface attack impossible. 

(e) In the selection of targets, ships in the van and 

flagship should be given preference. However, since any 

maneuver of the targets will,in general,, cause the tor

pedoes to pass ahead of the point of aim, it may often 
eous 

be advantage*~~a not to select the leading ship as one 

of the points of aim, but rather to leave that to the 

natu.ral dispersion of the torpedoes. 

(f) Full advantage should be taken of existing weather 

conditions. 
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{ g) Smoke screens should be used to cover the approach 

of planes provided they will not embarrass the aotion 

of the O.T. C. Smoke screens should never be used after 

the main engagement is joined without definite orders 

from the O.T .C. The initial smoke screen should be 

laid ahead of the target line or sharp on either bow. 

{h) After the main engagement is joined the employment 

of a wave attack with at least nine torpedo planes in 

each wave will prolong the period of confusion of the 

enemy battle line . 

(t ) Avoid enfilade fire by having attack groups well 

separated and in a formation approximating line • 
• 

{j) In divided attack, all groups must strike as nearly 

simultaneously as practicable . If this is not done 

the object of aiPJi.iei dividing the attack will be de

feated • 

• 

0 
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Aircraft Smoke Screens (, 'l. 

• \ ~::SBlO;ker: -e-quip:ped ror--~ywg- smoke. 

Heavy smokers are of the VT type. 

Aeria.1 smoke screens are produced by means of the ejection 

of titanium. tet!\,och~oride (aiso known. as F. M.) . When ejected 

into the atmosphere this material vapol'izes and :fl'.'orms a thick, 

white opaque screen or curtain
1 
fj,-.~. we1gb.S- about It :tb-s-per 

gal.lo~ / 

In sooker's the . M, is ejected A rom the oontl er 

l by carbon ioxide under pres ure. With : proper nozzle the 

\ resulting e consists or an upper aloud roll wi an opaque 

l
ourtain below f ~ ed by the falling F.M. particles. 

In 11ght smo~rs the F . M. is ej'ected from the t ank by a , 
/Venturi tube operating under the blast ot the relative wind. 

fl1he r e sulting sn.oke consists almost entirely of a smoke roll. 

While single hea:yy snokers have not inf'requently laid a 

screen of f'ive miles in length, yet for tactical estimates 

7,000 yards per plane is considered best. 

Show sl-id-&-No. / 6 c ii .f {, • l-

~ o:w HeaTy Smoke:rs layi.Bg s-meke &Ci."een... 

Because of the possibility of one plane failing to ~moke, 

at least two heavy smokers should be detailed for each screen 

of 7,000 yards length. 

A section of three light smokers can taotioaly be relied 

upon to lay a screen of __ 1-_ 0_
0

_ " _ yards ih. length. 

Smoke screens produced by aircraft have several advantages 

over those produced by surface cra:rt and may be used, not only 

for the situations in which surface craft screens would apply 

but also at times when surface craft screens are not applicable. 

The principle advantages of aircraft smoke screens are as 

follows: 
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(a) Clings to surface better. Surface craft smoke 

screens are composed of exhaust gases. The usual tendency 

of these is to rise and dissipate rapidly. Aircraft smoke 

screens are produced without heating the F.M. material and this, 

in conjuna.tion with the high specific gravity of the material 

will cause the screen to cling more closely to the we.tar. , 

(b) Rapidity of operations. Aircraft smoke screens may 

be la id in one third the t :ime required for 2JQmf'ace craf't. 

(c) Better chance of successtul completion. The dangers 

attending surface craft engaged in producing smoke screens are 

well known. Therefore there is grave doubt of the ruccessfUl 

laying of sm::>ke screens by surf ace craft under gun fire. 

(d) The exactness as to location. Aircraft smoke 

screens may be plaoed 1n any desired position with relation 

to surf'aoe craft with a close degree of' accuracy provided: 

(1) the wind is light. 

(2) The screen is not laid more than ten or fifteen 

minutes prior to the time it is to be of marl-

mum use. 

(5) Effective enemy resistance is not encountered. 

The principle disadvantages of aircraft smoke screens are: 

(a) If the wind is strong, accurate estimate of the 

wind must be made if the soreen is to be placed ac1urately. 

(b) Dry air or strong winds militate against complete 

opacity. 

(c} If the screen is laid more than ten or fifteen 

minutes in advanc.e of the time when the force screened will 

make the maximum use of it, unexpected maneuvers by ~he enemy 

will frequently cause the screen to be improperly place4. 

{d) The smoking group commander must estimate ranges 

accurately by eye or with crude instruments. 
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~ j ~ 
The followiJ:Ig uses of aircraft screens have been suggested: r 

(a) To aid the battle line • 

(1) To protect it while advancing or retiring 

through unfavorable battle ranges. 

(2) To aid it in covering r etiring movements or 
I 

in an effort to break off an engagement. 

(3) To isolate a portion of the enemy battle line 

in order to effect favorable eoncentration. 

(4) To interpose between our battle line and the 

enemy. 

(5) To cover turning movements. 

(6) To afford protection against light force tor

pedo attack. 

(7) To cover an enemy force and thereby contuse his 

maneuvers. 

(b) To aid light mirface craft attack. 

(o) To aid mine laying operations. 

(d) To aid any surface craft in carrying out retiring 

or delaying tactics. 

(e) To protect surface craft from submarine attack. 

(f) To protect surface craft from airplane, torpedo 

or bombing attaek. 

(g) To protect aircraft torpedo plane attack. 

This is one of the principal uses of aircraft smoke 

screens, as attacking torpedo planes must advance to 

within a short range of their objective. 

(h) To cover a bombarding force. 

(i) To cover a landing force. 

A proper smoke screen should be laid at from 200 to 400 

feet altitude depending upon the speed and weather as follows: 

(a) The air speed - t~e higher the speed the lower the 

altitude. 



I n l aying a distant screen the smoke should be l a id so that 
the screen ia about 8000 yards f rom the enemy force to be 
screened at the time the torpedo attack is to be made . The 
laying of th18 screen requires the closest cooperation 
between the Commander of Destroyers and the Commander of the 

--~Jl.§avy smokers. Available smokers are divided between destroyer 
forces making the attack and the screen is laid to screen the 

·-e.:t;t~oking foroes,when directed by Commander Destroyers.Smoking 
planes fly in echelon,two planes smoke at one time,others 
taking up where they stop,layiny a line screen where it will 
afford the · most protection for .t:u-• the astacking destroyers. 
It is always desirable to have one or two planes remaining 
with full smoke tanks totake advantage of unexpected 
opportunities u.. to cover the retreat, after the attack 
has been completed. 
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(b} The relative humidity of the air - the more humid, 

the lower the altitude • 

. ,-_; 
Show slide No. I ---
r:ie.~ smokers laying box s~an around. oo~umn o~ urrace- -ships. 

In laying a close bex soreen a r ound a oolumn of .surface 

ships it has been found good tactics to use not less than nine 

planes. The olose smoke screen should be laid so that the radius 

or tbe screen is about 3 , 000 yards from the force being scream d 

at the time the torpedo planes attack. 

In laying a smoke screen to cover attack by destroyers the 
,,,,,.._ --

smoke creen should be laid as direc ted by the Commander of the 

~royers making the attack. 

~ t . t smokers may be em.ployed in laying any type screen 
I 

and for any of the uses suggested for heavy smokers ,however, 

the limited quantity of F.M. carried by light smokers end the 

rapidity of discharge make the use of heavy smokers advisable 

for all major screening operations . 

A most valuable use of light smokers is in supporting 

a major screen laying operation where they should maintain 

an altitude of 2, 000-3 , 000 feet above the planes laying the 

scr een and be in readiness to dive down to fill in holes or 

thin spots in the screen or to continue the screen in event 

ot failure of material in any of the screen laying units . 

Light smoker s have been satisfactorily used to indicate 

by a burst ot smoke the bearing of enemy forces which are not 

visible to our own surface vessels . This is accomplished by 

flyi ng past the ship to be informed toward the enemy and, when 

on the bearing, laying a short stream of spoke. 

~ Gwlaery Observation 
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Under ordinary conditions aircraft observation of fall 

c;,f shot is more accurate than ship spotting especially With 

regard to distance, low visibi lity or smoke. 

Observation planes are carried by the ships using them 

and should occasion require may be relieved by carrier planes 

, ~ - - while the regular planes are being re:f'uied on a battle line 

--.___,carrier. 

The requirements of observation formations are : 

(a) Compaotness. 

(b) Flexibility. 

(c ) Of regular geometrical pattern. 

A compact formation is ne cessary both for mutual protection 

as well as to assist in protection by the fighting plane escort . 

VJb.atever may be the armament of observation planes , mutual pro

tection will best be aided by flying in a fairl y close , compact 

formation . 

As regards f l exibility , an obser vation formation must be 

sufficiently flexible to permit of minor maneuvers within the 

formtion for purpose of gaining better visibility of the target. 

The formation of a regul a r geometrical pattern disposed so 

as to cover all blind angles wil l better aid observation planes 

to protect themselves . 

The observation forJIE.tion hereafter described is de~igned 

to fulfill the above requirements. 

Ther e is 11.ssigned an observation squadron for eaoh Battleship 

Division of the Battleships, Batt le Force . The squadron is divided 

into sections which comprise the three planes of each Battleshlp 

in the D1Vision. The sections~ take their numbers in the 

squadron fonnat ion from the normal order of their respective 

battleship in column. For gunnery observation each squadron is 

divided into three groups known as the ttAtt, "B" and "0" groups . 

Normally the #1 plane of each ship carriers the #1 aircraft 
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spotter and is ass igned to the ttA" group. Normally the #2 

plane of eaoh ship oarries the # 2 aircraft spotter and is 

assigned to the "B" group and the #3 plane the #3 spotter to 

"C" group. 

Upon signal to form spotting formation, airplanes will 

fly an echelon formation on their assigned Group Leader two 

hundred fifty (25c.i f eet behind, twenty five {25) feet above and 

twenty five (25) feet to the left of the airplane ahead of it. 

Group "B" will fly f1 ve hundred (500) feet above and to the 

left of Group "A". Group "C" will fly one thou.sand ( 1000) feet 

above and to the ri@lt of Group "A". The #1 plane of the 

Division Flagship is leader of the "A" group; the #2 plane of 

the Division flagship is leader of Group "B"; and the #3 plane 

of the division flagship is leader of the "C" Group. 

The posit ions for the "B" and "0" groups enable them to 

turnish the best protection for the "A" group by permitting 

them to maneuver so as to make best use of ~oth their fixed 

and :free ma.chine guns. / 
'i~~~ ....... ~ I- ~ . - , 

Wllen a battle line carrier and amphibian type planes a.re 

available , one group will be absent from this formation much 

of the tine due to the necessity or reservicing these planes. 

Having r ormed his s quadron the squadron leader condue-ts it 

to its ohserving station. The best position for gunnery obser

vation is vertically aboTe the target. The fonna.tion will, how

ever, rarely be able to maintain this id.eal position. It is 

believed that the position which the formation will usually be 

forced to assume will be at the head and the stern of the column, 

tangent to the shell trajectories and advanced toward the ene.my 

columns as far as circumstances will permit . While keeping the 

best altitude with good visibility and maintaining station, the 

formations cruise around in a loose ellipse. 
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Helie£ observing planes should maintain communication 

at all times, listening in to make sure that material is func

tioning properly. In case of easualty to one plane it should 

pull out and the relief plane dive in and assume spotting. 

The importance of the mission of gunnery observation 

planes should dictate the provision of a protective escort 

of fighting planes if possible. Even though observation planes 

are equipped with fixed and free machine guns they cannot ade

quately make use of them while carrying on observation duties . 

Protective escort of fighting planes should provide adequate 

protection at all times including catapulting, rendezvous, 

proceeding to or returning from spotting and while on station. 

/. '1~ 
General I ~~ ----A:fter the completion of the assigned task during fleet 

actions, aircraft groups shall, unless specifically ordered to 

the contrary, report. completion of the task and then, pending 

receipt of orders, act as follows: 

(a) Fighting types: operate to destroy enemy aircraft 

encounterei in the battle area. 1:hose planes whose 

bombs are not expended, or which have unexpended machine 

gun .ammunition may, without further orders, attack enemy 

light forces in positions threatening our important 

forces. 

(b} VT tyFes: Return to carriers at once to reload. 

(e) Scouts: it operating as scouts, continue to soout 

until required to return to carrier by their orders 

or by depletion of fll.el . 

All types as they return to their carriers or ship shall 

endeavor to join other friendly aircraft, returning simultan
ously 
ek for their mutual protection. 
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Break~ Action 

If our rieet maneuvers to break off the action, our 

aircraft will take the otf"ensi ve against enemy planes• seeking 

to delay this movement and will attaok those enemy vessels 

whioh offer the greatest menace to our retirement. 

Pursuit 

In pursuit action aircraft should be used primarily to , 

locate undamaged enemy ships which are seeking to escape rather • 
than to destroy damaged vessels which may be overtaken by 

superior forces of our surface vessels. J 




